
Cloud  Access Control Solution

Trudian's newly released cloud access control management solution 
enables simple and efficient precise access. One-touch remote door 
opening, authorization code sharing, etc. via APP on cell phone，no 
more physical cards and keys are needed anymore, and access 
control management is much more simplified yet secured. With 
multiple advantages in terms of quickness, preciseness, safety, 
scalability, management efficiency and cost-effectiveness, the solution 
is ideal for various applications including office, school,hotel and 
other service premises etc.



Multiple working modes: TCP/IP 
networking, standalone(offline).Can 
store user data, support stand-alone 
operation in disconnected mode;Can 
carry out local management, support 
login background settings, manage 
device parameters;

  Cloud AccessControl

Professional Sercurity Software

TrudianApp provides abundant door opening 
methods, which can be opened by Bluetooth, 
authorized password and remote one-touch door 
opening. And you can share a single valid 
authorization code to visitors.
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Efficient Management of Management Center Software

Controller Management Center software provides secure and convenient access 
control and personnel management services, allowing the enterprise's general 
management department to have clear access to the daily work of employees. It 
also provides easy access to the daily usage of meeting rooms and reception 
rooms. At the same time, the management center software monitors all the 
controllers working online. It can be controlled remotely in real time, which is very 
convenient and safe.



Smarter, more humane offices

Employees can solve the trouble of carrying physical cards all the time through 
Trudian APP, which provides a variety of access control modes, such as QR code, 
authorization code, and even remote one-touch access. It not only provides such 
convenient access modes. Employees can also easily view their access information 
on the APP.



Related Products

Solution Applications

Smart Access Control 
      TD-10MWK

Smart Access Control 
      TD-10MWT

Wiegand Multi-door Controller 
                 TD-8704



HQ Add: Farbell Technology Park,Yixian Road, Nanlang, 
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Phone: +86 0760 - 23689666 
E-mail: sales@trudian.com   
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